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ABSTRACT
V.E.S.P.R.A. is a four-person multiplayer flight combat game and algorithmic music
generation program. The players’ actions affect and direct the generation of the music based on
their actions, but the exact connection is obfuscated.

The players’ actions are consciously

directed towards winning the game rather than making music; thus they act as randomizers rather
than conscious composers. The goals of V.E.S.P.R.A. were twofold: first, to create a true “game”
piece that an audience member could participate in without musical training and second, to create
a game piece with built in rules that necessitate a musical progression in some manner. Both
were accomplished reasonably well; however, there still remains room for significant
improvement.

In this sense, V.E.S.P.R.A. may be considered a successful prototype to be

expanded on with future pieces.
A note on font choices: names of functions within Unity will be displayed in Arial font.
Pure Data objects will be printed in Courier New font.
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Chapter 1
Setup and Performance
Both components (VESPRA-PD.app and VESPRA-Mac.app) should be available to
download from the same location as this document.
V.E.S.P.R.A. runs best on MAC computers. OS 10.6.8-10.7 have been tested and found
to run well. One computer should be reserved for a dedicated host, and four computers are
needed for clients. Copy the VESPRA-Mac.app package to each computer – it does not require
installation. The server should also have the VESPRA-PD package copied to it.
A private network should be set up for all the computers to connect to. The clients may
connect wirelessly, however, the server functions better when connected by an Ethernet cable.
This network does not need to be connected to the Internet to function.
The PD application should be opened first. On the right side, check the box labeled
“Sounds on” and click the button labeled “Reset sounds.” This second button will ensure all
sounds load properly and prevent any from looping infinitely. Should a pop-up window ask to
allowed “VESPRA-PD.app” to accept incoming network connections, click “Allow.”
The host computer (running PD) should now note their IP address, found under network
preferences. Then open the VESPRA-Mac app. Click “Start Server,” and check “Dedicated
Server” to allow the server to project a split screen view of all players. (Leave this unchecked if
you want the server to be able to play as well.) Finally, click the “Launch Server” button to open
the server for clients to join. Should a pop-up window ask to allowed “VESPRA-Mac.app” to
accept incoming network connections, click “Allow.”
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Each client should now click “Connect to server.” On the following screen, enter a player
name and the IP address of the server. Click “Join Game” to finalize the connection to the server.
Once all players have joined, the server should click “Start Game” to begin the performance. The
game will progress automatically from this point. If any single movement goes on too long, the
server may advance to the next movement by pressing the “P” key.
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Chapter 2
Inspiration and Objectives
The original idea for V.E.S.P.R.A. came from an earlier composition of mine, entitled
That Damn Butterfly. This was a game piece, in which several performers improvised according
to instructions on cards randomly drawn before the performance. Inevitably, this piece was
exciting to perform, but usually dull to listen to.

One of the problems was the lack of

progression. In this context, progression does not imply any kind of traditional harmonic design,
but is a broader term simply defining some sort of recognizable pattern of change in the music
that the audience can respond to.
Another part of the ideal was that V.E.S.P.R.A. would have the potential to be an
audience participation piece, and that almost anyone could come up on stage and make music.
This necessarily required that the method of generating sound not require any specialized musical
skill, which meant that improvisation on acoustic instruments was not a viable method of music
generation.
The most obvious answer to both problems was to use a computer as the means of
generation. A program such as PureData (PD) would allow much more control over the outcome
through much more complex rules than a human ensemble could easily process. If this were
paired with an intuitive interface, then the audience participation component could be realized as
well.
This presented a philosophical question as well; namely, how direct should the
connection between the interface and the sound generation be? Should the participants be able to
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understand how their actions affect the music, or should that be obscured? In a sense, this is an
extension of the debate between serialism and chance music. I decided almost immediately that
the connection was to be obscured. At the time, there was no clearly rational reason, it simply
seemed more interesting musically than a clear, well defined control scheme because the players
would not consciously or unconsciously shape the music towards their preconceptions of what
good music is. This has some parallels with John Cage's attempt to remove ego from his music,
beginning with Music of Changes (Kahn, 1997).
With the decision to obscure the connects between control and music, a game piece in
which the participants are truly playing a game seemed to be a good method of obtaining partially
random control input. By creating a scenario with a clear objective, it would be possible to take
advantage of semi-predictable actions on the part of the participants (we should call them players
now) to help create the sense of progression that was the goal. Further, by creating a well-defined
world that the game takes place in, it would be possible to constrain the inputs to certain values or
events. This simplifies the problem of interpreting the input in a reliable way in PD.
Why then was a flight combat game chosen as the control medium? Unity, the game
engine I chose to construct the game half of V.E.S.P.R.A. is set up to more easily construct a first
person shooter (FPS) game more similar to Halo or Call of Duty. Yet a flight combat game had
certain advantages. First it allowed much more freedom in world construction. An FPS world
would require paths for the player to walk on, whereas in a flight combat game, an entire 3dimensional space was available. This also made the third location (and potentially, rotation)
coordinate more flexible, and that could be used to drive additional musical parameters.
The final question that had to be answered was how sonic progression would be
accomplished. This would occur over several different temporal scales. Several methods were
selected to achieve progression within each movement – a moderate time scale.

One is a

straightforward accretion of events, gaining or losing density over time in response to player
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actions. A second would be a progression in timbre, an alteration of the types of sounds heard. A
third method would be the organization of sound from chaos to order. Even simpler methods –
such as increasing volume, altering timing (combining rhythm and tempo under a single
umbrella), or creating a clear pitch contour – are available. On a larger scale, the segmentation of
a long piece into distinct sections creates another sense of progression. This is the same kind of
progression invoked by the division of a symphony into movements.
It is this last point that informs the general structure of V.E.S.P.R.A. The piece would be
divided into three movements. The change between movements would occur when a player was
eliminated – a major event in the “story” of the piece. Each movement would have a different
world, different rules, and different sounds. In each movement, players could trigger individual
sounds, drive continuous sounds, or affect the overall control of the music by their actions. The
middle-ground gestures of progression could be brought into play to give each movement a sense
of change within each movement. With the overall structure decided, it was time to begin
constructing V.E.S.P.R.A.
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Chapter 3
General Design of V.E.S.P.R.A.
Architecturally, V.E.S.P.R.A. is divided into two main parts: the multiplayer game and
the music generation program. The game was coded and built using the free Unity Game Engine
(Unity Technologies, 2013). 3D models were created using Blender (Blender Foundation, 2013)
and many of the building and terrain textures were obtained from CGTextures.com (Vijfwinkel,
2013). Custom textures were created in GIMP, the GNU Image Manipulation Program (“GIMP,”
2013).
The music generation was done using PureData (PD) (“Pure Data,” 2013). Most of the
sounds were generated using Cubase 5 (Steinberg, 2011) and saved as .wav files. These wave
files were loaded into PD to be triggered upon the receipt of event messages from the game.
Fewer sounds were generated using FM synthesis techniques within PD itself.
The game component of V.E.S.P.R.A. is a flight combat game. The goal of each player
in the game is to destroy the other players using three weapons provided: a minigun, heavy
cannon, and missiles. Players also take damage from colliding with objects; the amount of
damage increases with the speed of the player. The ships have a finite amount of health that can
be replenished by picking up health power ups. There are also power ups to refill afterburner fuel
and missiles. The game is divided into three levels; each level ends when a player dies. That
player does not continue on to the next level, thus the number of players decreases by one in each
level. Each level corresponds to a movement of music.
This game uses Unity's built in multiplayer engine to connect the clients and server. Upon
starting the program, the user has to option to start a server or connect to an existing server.
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Server and clients can be matched either through the use of a master server (a higher level server
that contains a list of all active servers that clients can search) or by a direct IP connection.
Once all players have joined and the server begins the game, two pieces of information
are passed to a new object that controls player spawning: first, the number of connected players,
and therefore the number of players that must be spawned, and second, whether the server is a
dedicated server or not. If not, then an additional ship must be spawned for the server player. If
so, then cameras are spawned on the server to provide a split screen view of each player.
Once the first level loads, the spawn master object creates an instance of the player ship
for each client at one of four spawn points. As each instance is created, the spawn master rotates
through the spawn points so that no two players spawn at identical locations. Each ship is
assigned a unique number that corresponds to an index in an integer array that tracks remaining
lives. When a player dies, it transmits that number to the spawn master, which subtracts 1 from
the corresponding index in the lives array. It then checks if that index is greater than 0, and if so,
respawns the player.

If not, it directs the game to load the next level. Any player whose

corresponding index in the lives array is greater than 0 is reset to then starting number of lives,
those whose indexes are less than or equal to 0 remain at 0 and are not respawned.

To connect the game and PD components, the Max-Unity Interoperability Toolkit from
the DISIS Studio at Virginia Tech was used (Bukvic, Kim, & Woolridge, 2008). This program
uses C# and .NET code to send messages in to and out of Unity using the UDP protocol. This
takes the form of three scripts within Unity called JitSend, JitMessenger, and JitReceive. JitSend
is responsible for the UDP communication between Unity and PD. It will receive messages from
objects in the game with the JitMessenger script attached and write these messages to the UDP
queue. By default, it sends these messages to the local system (IP address = 127.0.0.1) but this as
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well as the port number can be easily changed. JitReceive is the complement to JitSend, and
would allow Unity to receive information from PD. This function was not used in V.E.S.P.R.A.
The JitMessenger script is responsible for generating the messages transmitted by
JitSend. In its original state, JitMessenger was coded to send the x, y, and z coordinates of the
object it is attached to every frame. These values are appended to a string also containing the
name of the object and a single character method, which can be used or discarded as necessary in
PD. An example of a message transmitted by JitMessenger would be 'Sphere r 121.34 92.11
3.67.' “Sphere” would be the name of the object sending the message, “r” the single character
method, and “121.34 92.11 3.67” is a hypothetical position coordinate transmitted by the Sphere.
For V.E.S.P.R.A., this method needed to be adapted to two types of data. The first is
essentially its original form, in which the position of each player's ship is continuously
transmitted. The second were trigger events, which would send a single message upon activation,
rather than the continuous stream of values transmitted by the ship location. Obviously, while
both required modifications to the code of JitMessenger, the second case required a more
fundamental change in its functionality.
For transmission of player location, the core of JitMessenger could remain intact. Within
the Update() function in JitMessenger, the player's x, y, and z location (readily accessible
through Unity's API) is written to a float array and the Write() function is called. This takes the
float array, converts it to a string and appends it to the object's name and method. There were two
problems with this approach.

First, when each player is instantiated through the spawning

process, their ships all have the same object name, thus if the name is used as an identifier, there
will be no way to separate each player's location in PD because the name heading each message
will be identical. Second, the single character method was coded directly into the JitMessenger
script, and to change that would require multiple copies of the script, each with a unique character
method.
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The solution to both problems was to replace the object name and character method with
public variables than can be set manually in Unity. Within Unity, the same script can be applied
to many objects within the game. Any changes to the code of the script itself will propagate to all
instances of that script – therefore, changing the directly coded single character method in the
JitMessenger script would affect all objects with JitMessenger attached.

Public variables,

however, can be changed per object in Unity's GUI. By assigning both the name and method to
public variables, this allowed each object to be given a unique identifier independent of its
assigned name, as well as allowing this identifier to be changed at runtime in the code.
Triggered events required two additional changes to JitMessenger. First, code affecting
the float array and calling the Write() function was moved from the Update() function to
OnTriggerEnter(). This function executes code inside it when another object enters its bounding
box. It also passes information about the colliding object, allowing Unity to discriminate, for
example, between a collision with a player and one with a weapon shot and only send a message
to PD if the collision is of the correct type. The second change was to make the float array a
public variable. This allowed it to serve as essentially another piece of routing information to PD,
as many of the triggered events need to communicate no further information than their activation.
If it is desirable to communicate more information, this can be imparted at runtime as values in
the array.
In early tests with a single player on the same computer as PD, this system seemed to
work perfectly. However, multiplayer tests showed that, using a single JitSend object at a time,
triggered events were often lost and did not sound. This may have been partly due to a bug in
certain triggered event scripts, but one section of V.E.S.P.R.A. seemed immune to this flaw. It
was realized that the key difference in this section was the use of two JitSend objects; one sent
continuous data, the other sent single events, each to a unique UDP port. Further investigation of
the JitSend code revealed that messages received from all JitMessenger scripts were stored in a
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queue until they could be transmitted. To prevent a large number of messages from overloading
the queue, it was set to clear the queue if the number of messages stored was greater than 100.
This would have little effect on continuous data; should several messages be dropped, the result
would only be a larger jump between values when the next message was successfully transmitted.
However, single triggered events that were cleared would be lost entirely. The solution was to
use two JitSend objects.

One would receive continuous data, such as player position, and

transmit this to PD. Another would accept the single event messages, and send these to PD
through a different UDP port. This change seems to prevent any loss of single event messages.

Each instance of a player ship has five scripts responsible for transmitting position data to
PD; four are the JitMessenger scripts that send the position data (one tailored for each player) and
the fifth is a control script that disables the three messenger scripts not required for a given
player. The messenger scripts continuously package the player's location coordinates into the
float array discussed above, and send it out with a unique name identifying the player and
movement number.
The advantage of creating a unique script for each player was flexibility and optimization
of CPU demand. It would have been possible to change the name identifier on a single script
used for all players, if each player only ever transmitted their position directly. By creating a
unique script for each player, it would be simple to include any special handling of one player’s
position data within the script unique to that player. CPU load can be managed by disabling the
three scripts not needed per player, thus if one player requires additional computation performed
on the position data, the other three players would not execute that computation.
The control script is responsible for deactivating unnecessary scripts. It receives the
same identifier number that is used for the lives array. The modulus 4 of this number is taken to
ensure that it lies between 0 and 3. A series of if statements disable all messenger scripts not
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matching this number. That is, a player with an identifier number of 0 will have only the
“Ship11Music” script active, all other “ShipxxMusic” scripts will be disabled. In Unity, disabling
a script prevents its Update() function from being called, which both saves processor time and,
here, controls what player identifier is sent with the position data. That player identifier is used in
PD to direct the position data to drive different sounds.
Movement numbers are obtained at runtime through marker objects. These are objects
unique to each movement that contain a variable corresponding to the movement number. The
messenger scripts search for this object and read the movement variable directly from it. This in
turn controls which movement identifier is attached to the position data.

PD receives messages from Unity using netreceive objects.

These receive the

message strings on a specific port. V.E.S.P.R.A. uses five distinct ports to help segregate the
incoming messages.

Messages from the first movement are sent via two ports, dividing

continuous and triggered messages. The same arrangement holds for the second movement, and
because the third movement uses only triggered events, has only a single port assigned to it.
PD treats these messages as lists of symbols separated by spaces. This allows the use of
the route object to direct the messages to different subpatches within PD. Route objects
compare the first item in a list received to their arguments. If a match is found, the first item is
removed, and the remainder of the list is sent to the outlet corresponding to that argument. This
can be repeated several times, as long as elements remain in the list. The general structure of
V.E.S.P.R.A. includes 2-3 layers of patches designed to route messages to their destination. This
can be either some type of playback or a control patch that manipulates a sequencer or other
device within PD.
Most audio playback is accomplished through the use of several abstractions. These are
generic patches that can be instantiated, that is, a copy created that has the same program as the
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main abstraction but different specifics. For V.E.S.P.R.A., six abstractions were created for the
playback of prerecorded audio files. All six functioned similarly; the desired audio file was
loaded into an array (a pair of arrays for stereo files) and a phasor~ object (sawtooth wave
generator) used with the tabread4~ object to read and play this sound. The six abstractions are
named

MonoSampler,

StereoSampler,

MonoVariPitchLoop, and GranularSynth.

StereoLoop,

MonoVariPitch,

MonoSampler and StereoSampler

both simply play the sound file once with no manipulation of pitch or speed. StereoLoop will
loop the sound until commanded to stop. MonoVariPitch and MonoVariPitchLoop allow
the pitch of the sound to be altered according to input to the right inlet, this is accomplished by
playing the file faster or slower and therefore playback speed is coupled to pitch.
GranularSynth is a crude granular synthesizer, mainly used to decouple playback speed and
pitch. More detail on these abstractions will be included in Appendix C.
The first and third movements also make use of sequencers constructed in PD. These use
a metro object, which outputs a bang1 at regular time intervals. This in turn increments a counter
with each bang. The counter is then fed into small control subpatches that use a combination of
mod and sel objects to determine when to play assigned sounds. The mod object executes a
modulus operation, thus always ensuring that the count is between 0 and n – 1, where n is the
creation argument of the mod object. The sel object compares its input to its creation argument;
if it matches, the input is passed out the left outlet, if not, it is passed out the right.
Using these objects in combination allows the creation of loops. Passing the output of a
mod 128 object to a sel 0 object which in turn activates a sound will play that sound every
128 ticks of the metro object. By using multiple sel objects under a single mod object, rhythmic
pattern loops can be created.
1

A bang in PD is the simplest message type. It carries no data, other than that it has been triggered.
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Figure 1: A simple sequencer in PD.

Gate and spigot~ objects are the final control element in V.E.S.P.R.A. A gate will
pass input to its right inlet through to its outlet if its left inlet has last received a non-zero input.
Spigot~ is the audio signal equivalent, passing its signal input to the right or left outlets based
on the numerical input (0 or 1 usually) to the left inlet. These serve several functions throughout
V.E.S.P.R.A., often acting either as a control for an entire movement (e.g. a spigot~ cutting
off signal flow at a movement end) or as part of a sequencer.
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Chapter 4
Specific construction of each movement

Movement I: All in the details

Figure 2: Top view of the map for movement I

Sounds in Movement I can be divided into four categories: player position driven
continuous sounds; inner building sounds, outer building sounds, and ship-triggered sounds.
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Each set of triggers follows slightly different rules, creating a very complicated soundscape.
Additionally, a sequencer runs in the background that orders the inner building sounds over time.
This will be discussed in more detail shortly.
There are four player-position-driven sounds in this movement, all of which will be
active as all players will be alive. To thin the texture slightly, the volume of two players’ sounds
was determined by Lorentzian-inspired functions such that the sounds were only audible when
the players were in specific areas of the map.

These functions operated on the x and z

(horizontal) coordinates.
(a) L(x) =

1
1
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Equation 1: (a) A true Lorentzian function and (b) the modified version used in V.E.S.P.R.A. x is the player
coordinate, x0 is a constant origin point. Γ and w are constants that affect the shape of the function.

Player 1’s position data was manipulated using modulus functions such his sound would
be audible in 9 areas spaced around the map in a 3×3 grid. Player 2’s sound is set up to sound in
the center of the map over a relatively wide area. In both cases, these players’ y-coordinate
(height) was tied to the panning of their sounds. Players 3 and 4’s sounds were both driven in the
same way; the x- and z- coordinates altered the panning and volume respectively by driving
cosine functions and the y-coordinate was approximately normalized to a range of 0 to 0.25, and
altered the pitch of the looped sound.
The inner and outer buildings trigger sounds in the same way. When a building is shot, it
counts the number of shots that hit it. If a maximum number of hits are counted, or if a given
time has passed since the last hit, the building will send the number of hits as a message to PD.
PD will then repeat the sound corresponding to that building as many times as the building was
hit. The building then repeatedly decrements the hit count by 1 until it returns to 0; that building
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will not count any further hits until the hit count is below a specified number. Several of these
sounds are set up such that each instance of the sound is randomly panned to add stereo interest.
The remaining structures – the tunnels, flight rings, and field goals – are triggered when a
player flies through them. The flight rings will each play a different pitch and panning of a
plucked guitar sound; the speed the player flies through the rings will therefore change how
quickly these sounds are heard. Field goals I, III, VI, and VIII will each play a different fragment
of a ~15 s long synth clip. Once all the fragments have been played, the full clip is played back.
Tunnels 2, 3, and 5 cause a loop of a rhythmically filtered bassoon to play. Each time one of
these tunnels is triggered, the loop gets louder until these tunnels have been triggered five times
altogether. Then, a distorted version of the clip plays once, and then the loop ends.
Behind all of this, a sequencer patch is running. A metro object is set to bang every 150
ms, incrementing a counter. When that counter reaches 799 (2 min into the movement), sounds
assigned to the inner buildings begin to be ordered by the sequencer.

As each sound is

incorporated into the sequence, it will no longer be controlled by hits on the buildings in game.
The sequencer goes through three phases. From 2:00-3:12, the sequencer accumulates several
sounds (vibraphone, analogue synths, digital drum-like sounds) that are fairly short and triggered
often, creating a very rhythmic sequence. From 3:12-3:36, glassier and more sustained sounds
take over, creating a brief stasis. Finally, at 3:36, the rhythmic sounds reenter with a driving bass
synth sound; this continues until the sequence ends at 4:51. Once finished, the inner building
sounds will not play again even if their trigger building is shot.
Field goals II, IV, V, and VII, tunnels 1, 4, and 6 and the two buildings circled in yellow
in Figure 2 have special roles to play within the sequencer. Certain sounds (the digital drum
sounds found under the “Mvt1Toms” patch, two of the synth sounds, a vibraphone sound, and the
glassy chords) can be added to the sequencer early.

There are two counters, one for the

“Mvt1Toms” sounds and another for the remaining sounds. These are added two by shots hitting
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either of the circled buildings or players flying through the field goals or tunnels. Once these
counters reach a predetermined number, the sounds they control are added to the sequence
immediately. Further addition to the synth/vibraphone sound counter will alternate the fastest
rhythmic sound between the synth and vibraphone.
Taken together, these systems create a progression from chaos to order. Initially, all
sounds can be triggered by the players’ actions, usually resulting in a very complex mix of sound.
As the movement progresses, the sequencer orders many of the sounds into a clearly related
rhythmic pattern. Finally, once the sequencer finishes, only the outer building sounds, flight ring
sounds, and the field goal clips still play, creating a simpler but once again random texture.
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Movement II: Sound Pillars

Figure 3: Top view of the map for movement II.

The map of the second movement is segregated into two areas. The southern area,
among the windmills, is where all the sound triggers are located. The northern half contains
control triggers only. The progression in this movement is based on the change of sound timbre
over time and the accumulation of density of events.
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The main sound-producing element is the grid of triggers shown in Figure 3 as a network
of green lines between each windmill. These will trigger a sound from PD whenever a player
flies through them, although not all triggers are active at all times. There are four main sounds
triggered by this grid. First is a xylophone-like sound always played at the original pitch of the
sound file; this is active from 0:00-1:00, and only triggered by the colliders aligned north-south.
Second, from 1:00-1:30, the same sounds are played, but with the pitch varied by the y-coordinate
at which the player crosses the trigger. These are sounded by the east-west aligned triggers.
From 1:45-3:00, short (100 ms long) FM synth generated sounds are played by all triggers in the
grid; the y-coordinate of the triggering player is used to determine panning. From 3:00-4:00, the
length of these FM sounds is determined by the y-coordinate of the player, creating much longer
sounds. The panning is now randomly assigned. After 4:00, the FM sounds cease.
The grid of triggers can also trigger pure sine oscillator sounds with a very rapid attack
and fairly quick decay. This creates a somewhat percussive, but harmonically pure sound that is
then passed through several feedback delays to create interesting rhythmic patterns. This is
controlled by the object marked “High Delay Trigger” in Figure 3. Many of the grid triggers
have a script attached that sends an integer from 1-5 to this High Delay Trigger when a player
activates the grid trigger. The High Delay Trigger compare this number to the maximum number
it will send; initially this maximum is 0 and no messages will be sent. Each time a player flies
through the High Delay Trigger, this maximum increases by 1. That is, after one player flies
through the High Delay Trigger, it will pass to PD any grid trigger integers that equal 1, but not 2
or greater. PD then uses this to determine the pitch the sine oscillator plays with the formula

110 ! 2 n , where n is the integer passed by the delay. A health power up in front of the High
Delay Trigger encourages players to fly through it. This aids the progression of the movement by
raising the pitch of the percussive sound and increasing their density, as more grid triggers are
allowed to trigger this sound.
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Like the first movement, each player has a continuous sound assigned to them. Unlike
the first movement, these sounds do not enter until 90 seconds into the movement. Each player
sound has a unique control scheme and method of sound generation. Player 1 uses a crude
granular synth to alter the pitch of a prerecorded synth string sound based on the y-coordinate,
while the x- and z- coordinates control volume. Player 2 uses subtractive synthesis to generate a
sound from white noise; the y-coordinate now alters the center frequency of a collection of
bandpass filters operating on the white noise. The x-coordinate drives a cosine function that
alters volume, while the z-coordinate controls panning. Player 3 also uses essentially the same

(

scheme as Player 2, except that the volume control function is now 1.5 e

cos x

)

! 0.4 . Player 4’s

sound is unique; instead of playing a continuous sound, it triggers an electric guitar sample as the
z-coordinate crosses a multiple of 500. The x-coordinate again controls panning and the ycoordinate controls the cutoff of a high pass filter.
There are two other sounds triggered under specific circumstances.

The first is a

prerecorded file of organ, timpani, and modulated guitar that plays at 2:35 and lasts 36 s. It will
only be heard if the movement is relatively quiet, which is rare. The second is a very rhythmic
loop consisting of the same modulated guitar sound and low “smashing” sound. This will fade in
when any player’s health drops below 500, and is intended to add a sense of urgency as the end of
the movement approaches. It is not uncommon for this to go unheard if a player dies by crashing
into the terrain at high speed, as their health may drop by >500 points more quickly than the
sound fades in.
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Movement III: Accretion

Figure 4: An example of the “stations” in movement III. The green boxes denote the location of triggers, and
are not visible in game.

Figure 5: One of the rings around the perimeter of movement III.
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The challenge of the third movement was to create interesting music with only two
players alive. As a result, single triggered events were less likely to be useful. The core of the
third movement is a large sequencer with 22 different elements that could be toggled on or off, or
triggered once. The green boxes shown in Figure 4 were the controls for this sequencer; the box
itself is not visible to the players but it is always situated between the core of the “station” at the
center of the image and the corresponding “arms” towards the edge. When any player flies
through one of these triggers, it toggles one element of the sequencer on or off. If the trigger is
shot, it will play the corresponding element once the next time it is triggered by the sequencer.
The second element in this movement is a collection of modulated bell-like sounds.
These play when one of the rings pictured in Figure 5 and scattered around the edge of the map
are shot. This also triggers a mangled synth woodwind or brass sound that will play the next time
the metronome counter is divisible by 40. There are six such sounds that are rotated through as
the rings are shot.
The third element is a counter that increments by one each time a bell sound plays or
every three times a player flies through one of the sequencer control triggers. This counter affects
mainly two other elements. First, there is a collection of six loops that are brought in and out
(and their volume and panning altered) as the counter increases. These loops are 2-9 s long, and
add an extra layer to the sequence. The counter also controls an interruption to the sequencer.
When the counter reaches 15, all elements of the sequencer are set to play once, the elements that
are toggled on are randomized, and three random bell sounds are played sequentially. When the
counter reaches 20, all elements of the sequencer are turned off (but can be reactivated), and a
relatively long clip of distorted oboe and synth brass with several of the “angry bell” sounds
normally triggered by the rings plays. This clip is intended to serve as the climax of the third
movement.
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Chapter 5
Appendices

Appendix A
Pre-game menus

First menu:
Start Server: Open the settings for a new server.
Connect to Server: Open the settings to join an existing server.
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Server options:
Use Master Server?: If checked, players can search for this server based on its game type.
Requires a master server to be available, either through Unity Technologies
(requires internet connection) or also running on a local machine. Not
recommended.
Name of game type: If using a master server, this is the identifier players will search for.
Name of game: If using a master server, the name that will appear in the list when players
search the given game type.
Comment for game: If using a master server, additional information available about the
server as players join.
Password?: If checked, players will need to enter a password to join. Not necessary if
running on a local network not connected to the internet.
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Dedicated server?: If checked, the server will not be a player; instead, the server’s screen
will display a split screen view of the other players. If not checked, then
someone will be able to play on the server computer. Not recommended to leave
unchecked, both for CPU demand and because the server player is not spawned
under the normal rules.
Player name: If running a non-dedicated server, the name of the server player.
Lives per round (bottom left corner): Number of lives each player receives per round.
Current build of V.E.S.P.R.A. has a bug in which the split screen camera will not
track a player after respawn. One life per round is usually sufficient for a
reasonably long performance.
Launch Server: Opens the server for players to join.
Back: Return to the main menu.
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Server launched screen:
This IP address/this port: Intended to display the IP address and port of the host.
Currently bugged.
Number of players connected: How many players are currently on the server.
Player names: List of players joined. Currently a bug may not clear a player name if they
leave the server.
Start game: Begin the performance.
End server: Close the server and return to the options screen.
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Connect to server options:
Use a master server?: If checked, allows you to search the master server for active servers
based on game type. Usually easier not to use this.
Game type: If using a master server, the game type your are searching for.
Player Name: Your player name for this game.
Password (if required): Check this box if the host requires a password to connect. A text
box will appear to enter the password.
Server IP: The IP address of the server, if connecting without a master server.
Server port: If the server changes their port from the default somehow, use this to enter
the new port. Otherwise, leave it blank.
Join server: Connect to the server specified by the IP address or master server list.
Back: Return to the main menu.
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Appendix B
Player controls, HUD, and Power ups

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

A/D/Arrows – roll, pitch, and yaw.
Shift – Slow rotation; reduces how quickly your ship turns with A/D/Arrows to allow
more precision in control.
W/S – increase and decrease throttle; the ship always moves forward, but at a speed
determined by the throttle.
E – throttle to minimum; instantly sets throttle to zero. The ship will still move forward,
albeit slowly.
Q – afterburner; move forward 3x faster than full throttle while fuel lasts.
Space – fire minigun; a rapid-firing weapon that does the least damage. Hold for
continuous fire.
Control – fire canon; a slower-firing and moving weapon that does moderate damage.
Note: OS 10.7 often uses Control+Arrow Key to change Spaces with Mission Control. If
playing on a 10.7 machine, either disable this feature temporarily or rebind the cannon
fire key at the splash screen.
Z – fire missiles; high-damage weapons that seek enemies if they lock on. Must be
acquired from a power up.
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In-game HUD:

•
•
•

(a)

Lower left – armor, fuel, and throttle indicators.
Lower right – radar; displays enemies nearby as a red “+” (above you) or “-” (below you)
Upper right – missile count; not visible until you pick up missiles for the first time.
Green missiles are the number you have.

(b)

(c)

a) When close enough, an enemy is tagged with green crosshairs and their health is visible.
b) If you have missiles, the red arcs indicate the progress towards a lock.
c) When you have missile lock, three red and yellow lines flash between the three arcs.
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A health power up. Restores 500 points of health.

A fuel power up. Restores 50% of afterburner fuel.

A missile power up. Gives four missiles; you can hold a maximum of four at one time.
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Appendix C
Pure Data abstractions created for V.E.S.P.R.A.

MonoSampler & Common Elements

Figure 6: Patch for the MonoSampler abstraction.

All six abstractions used in V.E.S.P.R.A. have the common elements outlined in green
and blue in Figure 6. A convention in PD important to these abstractions is the use of the $0
wildcard. This generates a number unique to that instance of the abstraction at runtime. This
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number will be the same throughout any single abstraction, but different in other abstractions,
allowing elements within an abstraction to have unique names from their counterparts in other
instances.

Figure 7: A MonoSampler with a creation argument, the argument starts with VESPRASounds/...

In order to load a sound file, all the abstractions in V.E.S.P.R.A. take the relative path of
a sound file as a creation argument (e.g. Figure 7). This path is relative to the directory that the
main patch file is saved in. This argument is read in the symbol $1 object in the upper right
($1 is a variable replaced by the first creation argument); this is passed to the read message box
along with the $0 identifier. This structure is necessary because message boxes in PD treat $
variables as messages received as part of a list to their inlet, rather than creation arguments or
abstraction identifiers. These values should be passed to the read message immediately upon
loading the patch by the loadbang object, but this can also be reset by a bang from
r allSoundReset, which is a control on the main patch. The read message passes the
sound file name and the name of the array (not shown in Figure 6) which the sound is to be stored
in; the array includes the $0 identifier in its name to prevent multiple instances from accessing
and writing to the same array. The soundfiler object then writes the sound file to the array
and outputs the number of samples in the sound file. The –resize tag permits soundfiler
to expand the array as needed to accommodate the file.
Playback is accomplished by the tabread4~ object, which takes a sample number as
its inlet. As this iterates over all the samples in an array given by its creation argument, it
interpolates the points in the array to generate a waveform.

To perform this iteration, a

phasor~ object (a sawtooth wave generator) is used. The phasor~ is given a period of
44100/(number of samples) (assuming the sample rate of the file is 44100 Hz), which is the
inverse of the duration of the sample and causes phasor~ to change from 0 to 1 over the
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duration of the file. This is multiplied with the total number of samples at the *~ object which
received the number of samples from the r $0-sampleSizeMono object that receives the
number of samples directly from soundfiler and the s $0-sampleSizeMono object.
This is passed through a volume control set to unity gain on load and passed to a signal outlet.
The volume control is not used in V.E.S.P.R.A., but the abstractions could be modified in the
future to allow volume control from input to the abstraction.
The control area of the abstraction (outlined in red above in Figure 6) is the only part that
changes between abstractions, aside from the addition of a second array in the case of abstractions
capable of handling stereo audio files. The control for MonoSampler is very straightforward.
Upon receiving a bang to its sole inlet, MonoSampler passes a 0 to the right inlet of phasor~,
which resets its phase to 0 ensuring the sound starts at the beginning. Immediately after that,
phasor~ receives the frequency determined by 44100/(number of samples) and begins driving
the tabread4~ object. The starting bang is also passed to a delay, which has a time set equal
to the duration of the sound file in milliseconds by the expr 1000/$f1 object (here again,
$f1 is the value received at the first inlet of the expr object, not the first creation argument of
the abstraction). The delay then sends a 0 to the left inlet of phasor~, resetting its frequency
to 0 and stopping playback after a single complete playback of the sound.
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StereoSampler

Figure 8: The StereoSampler abstraction, with arrays not shown.

The StereoSampler abstraction is essentially the same as MonoSampler. The control
section is identical, playing the sound once before resetting the phasor~ object to 0 frequency.
The sole difference is the addition of a second array to handle the second channel of audio.
Soundfiler automatically separates the stereo file into two arrays specifies as creation
arguments, but a second tabread4~ object is necessary to read the second array. The left and right
channels are passed out separate outlets to (eventually) the left and right inlets of a dac~ object
which is responsible for translating the digital information into an analogue signal for the exterior
playback device.
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StereoLoop

Figure 9: The main body of the StereoLoop patch. The control section is boxed in red; the key change is
highlighted in yellow.

The StereoLoop patch plays back audio on the same principle as the StereoSampler. The
change that allows the loop to repeat is highlighted in yellow in Figure 9. The zero message sent
to the left inlet of the phasor~ object is now routed through a gate. When the patch starts
playing (on a bang to the purple inlet), this gate is blocked so that the delay never halts the
phasor~. On a bang to the green inlet, the gate is opened so that when the delay triggers at the
next end of the file, the zero message is passed. A bang to the blue inlet sends a zero message to
the phasor~ directly, stopping playback immediately.
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MonoVariPitch

Figure 10: The MonoVariPitch abstraction; control is boxed in red and the key change is highlighted in yellow.

MonoVariPitch differs from MonoSampler only in the addition of the inlet and
multiplication object highlighted in Figure 10. The highlighted inlet accepts a number that
multiplies the frequency sent to phasor~, changing the playback speed and therefore the pitch
of the sound file. This input range needs to be controlled outside the abstraction to achieve the
variation in pitch desired.
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MonoVariPitchLoop

Figure 11: The MonoVariPitchLoop abstraction. Blue highlighted inlets control playback, yellow highlighted
controls pitch.

The MonoVariPitchLoop is a combination of the StereoLoop and MonoVariPitch
abstractions.

The three blue highlighted inlets function as in the StereoLoop abstraction,

controlling a gate to pass or block the zero message that stops the playback of phasor~. The
yellow inlet accepts a number that, in this case, replaces the frequency that drives phasor~ and
therefore alters the pitch and playback speed of the sound file. As with MonoVariPitch, the range
of this input must be controlled before entering the abstraction.
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GranularSynth

Figure 12: The GranularSynth abstraction.

This abstraction is a crude granular synthesizer adapted from one described in section 3.7
of Johannes Kreidler’s online PD tutorial (Kreidler, 2009). The two elements of the patch
outlined in blue are grain generators; the right one is offset from the left by one-half a period and
the output of each is scaled by Hanning windows generated by the subtraction of a cosine wave
from one. This reduces the abrupt transition between grains. The red highlighted inlet accepts a
number for the grain size in samples (defaults to 256 if no input given) which is passed to the *~
objects downstream of the purple phasor~. This changes the maximum value the phasor~
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can send to the tabread4~ object before resetting to zero and beginning the next grain. The
purple highlighted inlet alters the frequency of the phasor~ below it, changing the playback
speed of the grains and thus somewhat altering the perceived pitch. The yellow highlighted inlet
in the green outlined area alters the playback speed of the main phasor~ which alters the
overall playback speed.
Upon loading, this abstraction stores a mono sound file in an array as the other
abstractions do. The green outlined area will multiply the result of 44100/(number of samples) by
1 to playback the sound at the normal speed until this is overridden by numerical input to the right
inlet (highlighted yellow) of the patch. The yellow highlighted phasor~ thus iterates through
the samples of the sound file, but this is not directly passed to tabread4~. Instead, it passes
through a samphold~ object and then is added to the output of the purple phasor~. The
purple phasor~ iterates through 0 to n samples, where n is the grain size. The samphold~
object will pass the output of the yellow phasor~ to the +~ object each time the purple
phasor~ completes a period. Thus, the purple phasor~ will start each new grain from the
“correct” sample determined by the yellow phasor~ responsible for overall playback speed.
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